




Our world will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years

It could be heaven or it could be hell





The future is better than we think … IF…



…we don’t confuse the tool with the purpose



1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

DATA every-where/thing  
CLOUD everything 
SMART everything  
CONNECTED everything  
COMPUTE anything 
MAKE anything 
TRANSACT anything  
SEE everything  



Data is the new oil, and Artificial Intelligence is the new electricity





Artificial ‘Intelligence’



AI 

IA



AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)

AI: MACHINES THAT CAN HEAR, SEE, SPEAK, LEARN… THINK?



“Machine learning is the science of giving computers the ability to learn and 
find insights without explicitly programming the machines on what to do” 



“Deep learning (also known as deep structured learning or hierarchical 
learning) is part of machine learning methods. Most modern deep learning 

models are based on artificial neural networks”





Example: Apple LIAM



Example: UPS ORION



Landscape of Human Competence (Moravec, Tegmark) 





Smart everything, everywhere: IA (not AI)





Technology is a great servant but a terrible master



Becoming super-human: be careful what you wish for!



Humans and Machines 



Humanity ☯ Technology

HI ☯ AI



AndrorithmsAlgorithms



Technology is exponential, but humans are not. What matters most to us is not ‘technology’!



Data and Information 
is not Knowledge*
is not Understanding
is not Wisdom

Machines don’t understand 95% of what makes us human 

is not Purpose



“We are least aware of what our minds do best. The most difficult things for machines 
to emulate are those that are unconscious” (Moravec, Minsky et al)

Would we WANT machines to ‘emulate the unconscious’?



Humans ≠ Machines*



Smart Machines ≠ Human



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be: the end of routine is near!



The End of Routine is not the end of our work, or of our purpose!



’Working like a robot’ is not our future



“All of my best 
decisions in 

business and life  
have been made 

with heart, intuition, 
guts… not 
analysis” 

“When it comes to really 
important decisions 

 data trumps intuition 
every time” 

AndrorithmsAlgorithms

Commerce is driven by data, but meaning is created by humans!



Humanity 
Ethics 
Creativity 
Imagination

Science 
Technology 
Engineering  
Mathematics





Digital Ethics



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



Security?    Data Protection?       Privacy?      Digital Rights?
 Governance?    Accountability? Regulation?

We are building a new META-INTELLIGENCE
Social Contract?  Ethics? Values? 

     Sustainability?“Technology can do great things, but it does not 
WANT to do great things. It does not want anything.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Tim Cook, CEO, Apple October 25 2018



DIGITAL ETHICS: the difference between doing whatever technological progress will 
allow us to do, and putting human happiness and societal flourishing first at all times



   “Technology can do great things. But it does not WANT to do great things.  
It doesn’t want ANYTHING”  (Tim Cook, CEO of Apple, Oct 23 2018)



Societal change



The externalities of exponential technological growth must be INCLUDED in the digital economy, as well!



Ethics is knowing the difference 
between what you have a right 
(or the power) to do and what is 

the right thing to do

Not sustainable



A new economic logic: ETA 20 years



Exponential technological progress will enable as well as force us to expand our current economic logic



United 
States of 
Europe?



Conclusions & Actions



We need to invest as much into humanity as we invest into technology



The Future: awesome humans (HI) on-top of amazing technology (AI)




